
What do 
people know 

about the 
smart city?

Insights from the 
gamified survey

‘Jouw buurt, 
jouw data’

Jouw Buurt, Jouw Data was developed by the Leiden Delft Erasmus Centre for BOLD Cities in collaboration with the Dutch Weekend of Science. Part of the 
research was funded by the municipality of Rotterdam. Further information can be found at https://www.centre-for-bold-cities.nl.

We asked respondents to identify objects where they believe that 
data are being collected. We refer to those objects as ‘data points.’
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How do 
people behave 

in the 
smart city?

Insights from the 
gamified survey

‘Jouw buurt, 
jouw data’

Jouw Buurt, Jouw Data was developed by the Leiden Delft Erasmus Centre for BOLD Cities in collaboration with the Dutch Weekend of Science. Part of the 
research was funded by the municipality of Rotterdam. Further information can be found at https://www.centre-for-bold-cities.nl.

A number of dilemmas regarding potential sharing of data were 
shown to the respondents. By making a choice respondents 

revealed their attitude towards data sharing and privacy.

In what situations are participants prepared to share data?

For what purpose do people want to share personal information?
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Share location data

Safety and security

Route with CCTV cameras
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ID scan to get access
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Financial
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Review and share city visit

People’s privacy concerns 
correlate with their knowledge 

of the smart city: the more 
knowledge they have, the 
more concerned they are.

How people think about privacy 
is not related to their age: 

young respondents are not 
more or less concerned 

than older ones.

What is the respondents’ attitude regarding privacy?
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What type of 
data sharers 
do we find in 

the smart city?
Insights from the 
gamified survey

‘Jouw buurt, 
jouw data’

Jouw Buurt, Jouw Data was developed by the Leiden Delft Erasmus Centre for BOLD Cities in collaboration with the Dutch Weekend of Science. Part of the 
research was funded by the municipality of Rotterdam. Further information can be found at https://www.centre-for-bold-cities.nl.

At the end of the game, participants are provided with a 
personal profile stating their knowledge of objects where

data are collected and their willingness to share personal data.

Which characteristics, values and (digital) lifestyles correlate with the profiles?*

How are profiles distributed amongst respondents?

The naive 
data sharer

The frugal 
data sharer

The impartial 
data sharer

The generous 
data sharer

identifies few data pts.
shares plenty pers. data

identifies many data pts.
shares little pers. data

identifies few data pts.
shares little pers. data

identifies many data pts.
shares plenty pers. data

* Market research agency Motivaction provided information on values and (digital) lifestyles of respondents.

Characteristics
more often older women 
more often lower educated 
more often relatively low income
  
Digitaly
very active on social media

Mentality
concerned about status
not critical regarding societal 
issues
 
Privacy
worried about personal data

Characteristics
more often younger men 
more often higher educated 
more often relatively high income
  
Digitaly
does not enthusiatically engage 
in digital developments

Mentality
individualistic
tolerant 

Privacy
worried about personal data

Characteristics
more often older women 
more often lower educated 
more often relatively low income
  
Digitaly
suspicious of digital 
developments

Mentality
not materialistic nor concerned 
about status; conservative

Privacy
not worried about personal data

Characteristics
more often younger men 
more often averagely educated 
more often relatively high income
  
Digitaly
not very active on social media

Mentality
concerned about status
open to new developments

Privacy
not worried about personal data


